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Plumbing
Immersion 
Heater Spanner  
- Cranked
This cranked ring spanner is designed 
to provide a firm non-slip grip on 
immersion heater elements. The 
cranked head allows access to 
heaters that are surrounded by 
insulation or are recessed.  
Manufactured from 
high quality 
steel.

Radiator Keys / Immersion Spanners / Manhole Keys

Brass Radiator 
Bleed Keys
Used for venting excess air from 
radiators, these brass radiator keys are 
a handy item for storing in a toolbox or 
kitchen drawer.

FAIRADKEY
£2.68 Ex VAT  £3.22 Inc VAT

Pack of 2

4 Way Services 
Utility Meter Key
This chrome vanadium utility key 
features four popular key shapes and 
is suitable for use on radiator taps, gas 
and electricity meter doors.

FAISUKEY
£4.03 Ex VAT  £4.84 Inc VAT

FAISPRAD
£3.48 Ex VAT  
£4.18 Inc VAT

Radiator Spanner
10mm L shape square section 
for radiator vent plugs and 
bleed screws. Zinc 
plated for rust 
protection.

FAIIHS
£5.29 Ex VAT  £6.35 Inc VAT

Hex size:  
86mm 
(33/8in) AF

FAIIHSC
£5.59 Ex VAT  £6.71 Inc VAT

Hex size:  
86mm 
(33/8in) AF

Immersion Heater 
Spanner - Box Type
This box spanner provides a firm non-slip 
grip on immersion heater elements. The 
deep box design allows easy access to 
heaters that are surrounded by insulation 
or are recessed. Supplied complete with a 
tommy bar to help provide added 
leverage when removing over-tight 
elements. Manufactured from 
high quality steel.

FAIIHSB
£9.16 Ex VAT  £10.99 Inc VAT

Manhole Keys
Heavy-duty manhole keys designed 
to lift and remove most standard 
non-locking manhole covers, drain 
gully covers and access panels. 
These robust keys are zinc plated for 
rust protection. Rectangular T shaped 
key ends with large triangular shaped 
handles that provide a positive grip.   
Keys are available in three lengths 
and are supplied in pairs.

SIZE Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIMHK170 170mm £8.33 £10.00
FAIMHK320 320mm £11.33 £13.60
FAIMHK520 520mm £15.61 £18.73

FAISTOPCOCKU
£13.54 Ex VAT  £16.25 Inc VAT

Stopcock Key 
- Universal
The crutch head stopcock key 
is for reaching and turning 
mains stopcocks below ground 
level. The operating handle 
has one chisel end for lifting 
covers. 
This key will fit stopcock 
capacities from:

SOLD 
IN 

PAIRS

12mm (1/2in) to  
20mm (3/4in) square

Hex size:  
86mm (33/8in) AF

Immersion Heater 
Spanner  
- Flat Type
This flat immersion heater ring spanner 
is designed to provide a firm non-slip 
grip on immersion heater 
elements. Manufactured 
from high quality steel.


